VIDEO APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS: Summer Intensive Ages 15-23
Submit 1 video dance reel which demonstrates skills in each of the following genres:

1. Ballet Barre: Tendu & Dégagé en croix, Fondues & Développées en crois
2. Ballet Center: Adagio, pirouettes en dehors and en dedans, diagonal of pique en tournant
   - Students with pointe experience: Échappe, pirouettes en dehors and en dedans, diagonal pique entournant
3. Ballet Allegro: Sautes, changement de pieds, jeté, assemble, sissonne, grand jeté
4. Modern/Contemporary: Across the floor and center combinations
5. Spanish Dance (if experienced in this form): footwork, marking sequences with vueltas, palmas, and castanet exercises

Video should not exceed 5 minutes. Video longer than the required 5 minutes will not be viewed after the 5 minute mark.

VIDEO AUDITION SUBMISSION REQUIREMENTS: ChoreoLaB Ages 18+
Submit 1 video dance reel which demonstrates skills in each of the following genres:

1. Contemporary (Solo and/or Ensemble)
2. Ballet (Adagio, Pirouettes, Traveling Center Work, Petite Allegro (with batterie), Grande Allegro)
3. Improvisation
4. Partner Work (Recommended, but not required)

Video should not exceed 5 minutes. Video longer than the required 5 minutes will not be viewed after the 5 minute mark.